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Presentation Title 

Using Aerial and Social Media Imagery for Augmenting Official Statistics 

Abstract 

The extensive use of social media platforms creates unique opportunities for many application 

domains including smart cities. Social media users post a wealth of information about the events 

happening around them, e.g., spreading news about traffic accidents and congestion, road blocks, 



air pollution, crowd gatherings, among others. In parallel, aerial images obtained from drones and 

satellites provide a bird's eye view of cityscapes, providing complementary information for 

applications such as environmental protection, traffic monitoring, crowd management, and disaster 

response, all of which play significant roles in building sustainable cities and urban monitoring. 

Thanks to the recent advances in computer vision based on deep learning, many of these tasks can 

now potentially be performed automatically, from counting housing units in urban areas and 

counting crowds in social events to detecting camps in the desert, and to updating road network 

maps in near real time. In this talk, I will showcase research done at the Qatar Computing Research 

Institute that analyze these non-traditional data sources, and discuss how these methods could be 

used to augment official statistics. 

 

 


